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Most school people'appear to believe that getting

agents,
done through gtoups--of Children, teachers,

atents, administrators, supervisors--is not just a"
good idea but a natural, essential part of the educa.

tional enterprise: Yetigroup. work, instead of being
a productive and psychologically satisfying experience,
is ofte ewirding, puzzling, and frustrating. . . .

For t adults of today, the abilities required to
k effectively as a leader or member of a cooperative

group do not come naturally, perhaps because out tradi7
tional educational system has generally ignored or
discouraged shared effort-1

Considering the pressures under which most educatipnal per

sonnel work daily, and the inherent social nature of their work;

it would seem paradoXical that often opportunities for authentic

communication among many of these. personnel, suah\as teachers,

are quite minimal. Given that this is so,'and that most adults

do-indeed inherentli.iack the ability to interact effectively in

groups, the vital importance of gr6413 procesies, or gro

dildynamics, is underscored.

It is imperative, then, for th involved in any proc s s
: '

having to do with reaching agreement on goals, or programs,

planned change, or improvement of instruction, to be comps ent

in the use of the time which thei devote to group functi s.

Schmuck and Runkel hasize this point by positing th Gestalt

nature of schools, and stating:

The school is more than simply the sum of
its individual members and curriculum mater 1 . The
total-schoo). staff has characteristics diff r nt from
those of its individual members, and, if ',staff is
effectively managed, it may have a greate Productive
capacity than would be expected from'a s le summing
up of individual resources. . . It i- the strength
of "sharedness" that makes a school or ization so
resistant to modification, but, at th= same time,
offers a tool for planned change.2

4
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To the administrators very often fall the t ;sks of promoting

tne strengths derived from "sharedness" and, simultaneously, of

utilizing organizational cohesiveness to bring about planned

change in the form of educational improv ent. dastetter views

the administrative (or supervisory) task, th refore, as related

// the motivation of the individual teacher; one of encourage-
_ \

. ment and the promotion of self-sufficiency, so that organizational

1.1,/ demands will be fulfilled and human needs, such as self-realiza-

tion, recognition, and status can be satisfied-3 Toward this end,

groups are formed to perform certain selected tasks. These grOups

invariably involve "face to face participation of school personnel

. : who come together to perform a service or task related to

4
the school system." The task necessarily requires the group

members' coopefatioft,
5 and the "group process* generally exists

as a temporal dynamic entity--a dynamic process --in a constant

state of change over time.6

Groups are typically assigned five basic functions: -planning,
.7"

appraising, communicating /, advising, and edtCating.' Examples of

the planning function inplude such considerations as formulating

a system-wide deve/opm t program for professional personnel ore

tdeveloping educitianal specifications for a new school building

(although the latter,/admittedIy, may no longer be a common tasit

given current economc conditions). Appraising might entail

considering the efferiveness/Of a course of study or curriculum.

Communicating touyi involve /explaining and interpreting program

proviSions to staff members,'while advising might concern the

5
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acquisition of instructional resources. Educating could relate

to the development of in- service programs of a specific nature

or to supervisory meetings wherein various uses of innovative

instructional materials are demonstrated and discussed.

Implications for effective administrative/supervisory

involvement become increasingly clar,when one considers that

group decisions in regard to matters Such as have been mentioned

have been found superior to decisions made unilaterally. Schmuck

and -Runkel offer support for this contention:.

Studies of group decision-making and problem-
solving have indicated that decisions produced by
individuals-interacting in a group are usually
superior to decisions produced by individuals when
certain kinds of tasks are to be carried out.8

They further stipulate that complex tasks are more conducive. to

group consideration than simple tasks:

. . in the case of problems that are complex, that
have many alternative paths or orders of subtaski
through which-the problem can be attacked, in which the
elements are not easily discerned or -concepttialized, in .

which one person.can do one sub-task without interfering
with another, and, in particular, where the efficacy of

: thesolution depends on the - continued cooperation of a
number of persons, then the decision will almost always

. be superior if, it is produced by a group, in-comparison
to being -produced even by. the most capable of individuals.7

Rationale for this phenomenon may' be found- by' examirfing a

schemata, designed to show the riationship of the indiViduaI to

the organizational structure. Getzels and Guba pos that ,

observed behavior of an individual in an organizational social

system setting Such as a school is the result' of two interacting'

dimensions--the Nomgthetic and the diographic These dimensions
or



have been represented pictorially in the following mannet:
11

Nompthetic or Organizational Dimension

re.Institution - - -* Role

-Social Observed
System Behavior

Ihdividual----0. Personality-* Need-Disposition

Idiographic or Persona Dimension

Upon examination of the G zels-Guba Model, it becoldes

evident that the iddividual in an organizational setting exists
406

within a force field, with the forces not necessarily comple-

mentary ut often in opposition. Castetter maintains that human

44iiicomplicati are precipitated by certain organizational arrange-

mpnts, and that,possible adverse results may take one or more of

the fol owing forms:

1.,Lack\of clarity in lines of responsibility and authority

2. Assumption of line functions by staff personnel,

3. Expressive lies of authority
4,

4. Dual or multi e jurisdiction

5.. Lack of under tanding of Olrganiza onal relationships

6. Lack of coordinatiod

7. Failure,to grant authority to make d isions at the
point of iction12

Argyris Pursues similar reasoning, stati that thereA0

a Tack of congruency between the needs-of healthy individuals

and the demands of the formal organization: resultant individual
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frustration, failure, and conflict are distinct possibilities;

subordinates may experience Competition, hostility; and attend

to parts of the organization rather than to the whole.13 The

administratiie. upervisory task, then,, may also become"o e of

attempting toriiinimize deleterious organizational possibilities,

and the grotip process viewed as an increasingly fun tional,

,strategy, for the literature on conformity of individuals reports

a particularly stable finding: A'person in a pressure situaticin

is generally liberated somewhat from that pressure when provided

with a partner or others who may think alike, similarly agree

with him.14 Benefits expected to accrue, there re, frOA the

group process aske the development of better under tending of

organizational goals; more effective solutions to, problems and

decision-making; encouragement of creativity among staff members;

improved instruction, motivation, and morale; opportunities for

the development of leadership; and better organizational foriaa1C----

and informal: communication.
15

To the extent that a group will be deemed "successful"

necessarily depends upon the quality of group decisions and upon

the skills of the individual group members as exercised in

coordinating their respective resources.Jand efforts.
16 In working

to achieve any of the above-mentioned benefits, three decision-1

making styles have keen observed to occur often in groups:

1. aeccilaions made' by a single person or a minoFiV of
'a group

2. Decisions based on the ability"of a majority to
overrule a minority

8
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3. Decisions based on support and agreement of the

total group after debate and discussion17,

Decisions emanating from/the minority sub-group style have

been found to be the least-effective in using human resources

available to the group, generally not of high quality, and poor

in obtaining the commitment of group members.
1R The minority

'(or one person) dedision has also been found to be relatively

poor because of the absence of mutual probing,and stimul4ion.
1%

Of the second decision-making style,, the folloWinq is reported: ,

majority-vote style relies more . . . on the
combined effects produced by interaction and the
resources of most individuals. As such, it is

to the minority in producing effective deci-
sions: However, some assets are ill being wasted
when the _majority vote is used.o the extent that ,

the out-voted or non-involved minority are unable to
,use their resourceS.and to influence the decision,
there are still some resources not being brought to
bear on the decisidn.20

In light of this finding and with a view toward minimizing

possible negative consequences resulting fromoverconfidence in

, the majority decisiori-making style, ie "achievement of consensus"

would seem the most'efficacious. This style represents a maxi-

mized interaction pattern in which all partiCipants contribute

resources and share in the final decision; no decision is final

that does not involve the approval of nearly all members; but

consensus decisions are, unfortunately, often difficult--and

sometimes impostible--to obtain.21 "ObservatiOns indicate, 'how-

ever, that the method of consensus, when applied to complex

problem requiring Complex interpersonal coordination, results

in decisions of superior quality which are usually well

9



plemented.

Some studies of group dynamics have placed these decision-

ng styles within a conceptual framework of three variables:

Attraction and Hostilit Conformity, and Communication.
23 It

has been found that a set of filtering factors appears to operate

\ during thedevelopmen o interpersonal attraction;
24

the ,most

'basic consideration ii this regard. is spatial or physical pro-
.

pinquity. Spatial pro inquity tends to lead to, social propinquity,

with a, resultant artic lation of interdependent roles and ultimate

psychic propinquity. Persons of similar status rank, attitudes,

and values become attracted to each other, while' dislike develop's

among different persons from possible frustration over potential

losses of regard status, or security.
26

Conversely, thcis

within the group who are perceived. to minimize or reduc any

threat of status loss become. more attractive to those who feel

threatened.
27

Norts\are rules which specify generally the behaviors

within a group setting which are acceptable to the group; when

s'

a member deviates from accepted norms, other members of the group-
'

will communicate 4th him in an attempt to induce conformity.
28

.

One will likely con orm if unclear about what is'being discussed,-

if .11.e majority hold'ng a COntpary opinion is large, .when the

deviant opinion is to be expressed publicly, when the group is

perCeived as being composed ofexperte, or when a,q4estion.has

been discussed until consensus is reached.
29
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Communication ts.more likely to be/positive when a group

;1
perceives itself as being cooperative rather' thin compeititive.

30

high
. .%

iSymptoms of g cohesivenest are evident in cooperative groups ;.
b

members of such a group are more friendly, make more attempts .to
, .

influence one another, andaccept influence attempti, more readily.31
0 A , "e.°'

Harris has cited studies showing that groups may 1:4 subject.to

covert as well as overt communication,' withcoyert communication

being termed by Bradford, "the hidden agenda."
32 the hidden agenda

, . /

may do much to thwart the efforts of any group'in acting upon tiOe.

true or public agenda, but Bradford points out that conflict may

be minimized in this repaid by the utilization'of certain-effec-
_- ,

tive leadership techniques.
33 Explicitly recommended as pragmatic

procedures far the-exercising of effective leadership are the

following:

1. Look for hidden agendas, (sic) that are present. . .

2. Remember that the group is continuously working on
two lev4ls at once. Alp.

3. Try to make it easier for the group
hidden agenda to th:zrace- , .

4. Be sensitive to wild the group i
its hidden agendas. . . .

pressure the 4rou ecause it,has
.

to remove feelings f guilt about,

work oUt methods of 1Vipg their
just as they develop ethods df
surface (or public) agenda. .

evaluate its progress .in handlLng
34 .

bring its

ready to face

5. Don't scold or
hidden agendaS:

6. Help the group
hidden agendas.

7. Help the group
hidden agendas
haridlihg their

, 8. Help the, group
hidden. agendas.

4

These procedures have iniplication for eke typtof leadership

that: may be conducive to effective-group functioning. Informu;-

lating such a leadership tyke, Miles suggesti that tither than

es
,vant

4.,
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concentrat,iqg upon the static term

.
ti

.

aderiv"; a functlipmal apprOa4
, .

, ' r . .

be to examining the' dynamic terM;"leadership";Ahis focus,
. .

he contends, lendsvitself to, a, concern with "effective grotite

N

e

behavior" anc3 is consistent with it belief that.leadership;can7 ,/,
,...

, ,

not be- truly.understood without reference to axz immediate,
v. ,,,,,, .-

specifIc situation.
35

- ..,

,

MileS stipulates the useful,criteria for jud#ing -,----
r c

and analyzing leadership:

, Augmentation: DOes the leadership act augment,
or facilitate group members' positive-seazch for
need satisfaction?' 'pr.does itaccentuita the mega-

'-: 'tive--thresten-people with puniihment or loss of
present satisfact,tons-if they do not perform as,
dedired by the leader?

:Effectiveness and Efficietcy: Does the leader-
ship act aid, the group to-doits job rapidly, and well
(effectiveness),'besides impici'ving'inte.thal'working
relationships (efficiency)? or doe,it tend to evoke.,
a,group product of poor quality and feelings of lc50

4!:
,4

-morale and antagonism? t

_, Learning: Following the leadership .act, have
other group' members growp--either in knowledge- of e
subject 'matter they are working on or in abilityit ,

contribute effectively to working-groups? Or .do they
-remain

. 7
at their. previous 1eVel of knowledge and skill.

,/,
,

. :

is
,

, 'With these critA.as a reference-base, and' given tiatt
, .

,

observation may lead to, conceptualization, it..would sewn possi4le
, ..---

that the administrator could now attempt to operationally define', ,
I ft.

leadership, discover'salient-facts relevant tO,pOlsitive:group7
, -

'Leadership' behaVior,_and. formulateeritialat useful, pexional._
. .

..-

..._ / . .... .
. , . . .. .

)1eadershii type for usewh4n working in groupd: Tha:t,thetp-is.a.'

distinction between "' ua!;rshi'p*' an
d,.*lea

"le ader" r" a s a l ady been,
,, ,....2. ...,.-, . , ,

cited. Schmuck s,view- tOo, the con of,"-leadeet as 8ekrig,.,,

. ,
static, while "ielershipw isseen/aS'being dynamic.37 He states:

,.

.

.
, i-------,1 ...,.----?A-- --',

.

12
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"Leadership!' refers td behavior thatbri4s a grobp
closer to aohieving.its goals and isdefihed as inter-
personal influence central to group action. It is
differentiated the concept of leader;.the term°,
*leader' identifies the person who has blepn,appointed
or elected to be the "head man."3A .

s
.

It becomes evideAtAfrom this thinking on "leadersh ip" that

any member of a group may exert leadership "to the extent that

the prbperties of the group are modified by his pre'sence',in the

group."'9 How tolring about a modification in group properties-'

or behavior'while attending to hidden agendae and simultaneous

being subject to possible 'leadership-type scrutiny" by other

members of the group is 'a question that must necessarily be
, ,,...- J.
confronted by the administrator if in.a group'leadersbia poaLtion.-

Research acts as at* aid ere, and'indicates that effective group
. . / r-^.

leadership provides for and encourages minority opinions and %

-0,

. confliCt to a greater extent thaA less effective group leadership /

behavior.
40

.. t'--

Group participants with little'.,inflUgice 'Ovek.a decision

will n ot only fail to contribute resource% but will be less likely
.

to'carry amtthe'decision'When action is required. Therefore,

thm6ieffective-lead or .one .who is in the grouPrleadership

position, would allow for greatet participatioh,,initially wider

divergence =IV:pressed judgments, and greater acceptance of

div se decisions.than would the lesd effective leader:41

It has been repeatedly found that "participative leaderthip",,,

has 4 greater influence'on group uAgpents,1 and, Harris believes

that this' phenonienon'provides evidence supporting a "shirt

13,
1
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a

sleeves1' approach o leadership. rather than an 'advisory"

approach.
42 "It puggests that supervisors (or administrators]

/

who can become a part of working groups are likely to have group

activities which are'more satisfying to participants and which

influence their thinking in relation to the gr9up task." 43

In formulating an appropcs4ater/and utilitarian personal

. leadership "type," the administrator might find it bedeficial to

return to a consideration of the Nomothetic and Ideographic

Dimensions designating .individual's involvement in an organi-
,

zational setting. The Nomothetic Dimension style of leadership
2/. .

places emphasis on the requirements of the institution,-the inkti-

't44onal tole, and the institutional expectationS, rather than
, %.%. .

upon( the need-dispositions of the individual. The Idiographic
. .

-
.,

Dimension style,conversely, places emphasis upon the, individual, ,

his personality. and needidispositi4ns rather than upOn institu-
.

tional requirements.
44 Getzels and Guba have offered an inter-

mediate,

.

and extremeiy useful, leadership "typology " - -the Trans-

actional Lyle - -in whidh

Expectations are defined as sharply as they can be
but not so sharp'as to prohibit appropriate behavtor
in terms of needs-dispositions. Rble.conflicts,
personality conflicts and role - personality conflicti
are recognized and'handled. The standard of . -

excellence is individual integration and efficiency,
satisfaction', and institutional adjustment and
effectiveness.45

sr

In terms'of -the Getzels-Guba Model depicted earlier, the

Transactional leadership style may involve the individual in the

organizational'setting as rekesentednn.phenextpage. The

14
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transactional style seems to provid:i he degree, of flexibility

Need-Disposition

required to facilitate effective group functioning. The

administrator utilizing this type of leadership may find tasks

such as.solidifying organizational cohesiveness and providing for

planned' educational improvement somewhat facilitatedilgr in the

Transactional style-is incorpOrated the concept of "revision" due

to individual different s amonq'group members--a'prod4ct of hidden

agendae. The Transactio al style also presupposes an active role

ingroup processes, for th 'administrator, and would serve in

congruence with the dynamic leadership concept, 'the shirt-sleeve

approach, and research findings.

It has been stipulated
,

oup processes are an

integral part-of the edubat nalenterpriie, but that "effective-

ness of grout, processes' d s not necessarily fblloy from the

simple Act of group formation. The Gestalt natur,-.of schools,4

15
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based upon stiff ,teraction and leadership, has,been contended,
.

and so to the administrator has been placed the responsibility
Mg.

of, exercising.effective/group leadership. Group formation and

group task functions/or assignments have been discussed. Group

decision-making processes have also been discussed, and the

relative effectiveness of consensus-method decision-making

rationalized by use of the Nomothetic-Idiographic dichotomy.

The ladk of congruence between these dimensions has been empha=
4 U.

sized, and implications for administrative/supervisory behavior

poskted in the form of benefits expected to accrue fromreffectiiie

group processes.

The processof decision-making* has been.placed in a
4 .41P p

ceptual framework" of three eliMents: ,Attraction and Hostility,

Conformity, and COmmuniCation. Of*these, cotmunitation has been

the primary focus Of examination, and possible covert communica-

tion among grOupmember# was utilized to demonstrate Pragmatic
.

concerns of groupleaders.' From this and frpm selectedcriteria

for judging lea4rship styles, leadership was defined, research

findings cited, d the Transactional style proposed as an appro=

priate leadership style forthe administrator interacting

effectively with individuals in grou0 processes.
/

Since it has been found that "most school staffs do not

fully use staff resources or employ a consensus siecision -making

style, "46 it would seem imperative for those in the field of

education to seriously reconceptualize the total educational

enterprise as a cooperative, social venture, with a view toward
i

.16
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Ode

increased organizational effectiveness and improvement of current

decision-making practices: In conjunction with'this assertion,

it follows that groups should be 'utilized for educational

decision - making processes, and group leadership--as attucial

element of group processesbe studied by prospective or incum-
.

beet- administrators. Such concerns might positively contribute
404.

to alive ed, effective schoolscharacterize healthy organi-

zational processes47--and with environments conducive to educa-

tional imprqvement through communication clarity, group coheiive-

ness; supportive norms su41 as valuing authenticity and openness,

mutual trust among staff members, and a genuine concern for the

thoughts and feelings of c9lleagues.
48

44
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